Kitty Land: The Missing Milks and fisher

By: Ellie
Blueberry Kitty went to get her favorite milks and fishe at the kitty store. When she got there all the milks and fishe were gone. She felt sad that she can't enjoy them.

Blueberry Kitty ran into Pink Kitty and told her about the incident. Pink Kitty suggested, "We should tell the Mayor Banana Kitty. Mayor Banana Kitty lived in the Mayor's Manor which was in the center of Kitty Land. Mayor Banana Kitty"
said, "That's strange. The kitty store always have enough milk and fisher for every kitty. We should carefully investigate and don't worry the other kitties. Tomorrow let's meet at my secret tree house.

They met at the tree house the next day. They shared information and Blueberry Kitty said, "I saw Popcorn Kitty drive around yesterday on my way to the kitty..."
Store. Do you think Popcorn Kitty has something to do with it? He's always tricky? "Should we spy on Popcorn Kitty," asked Pink Kitty.

When they arrived at Popcorn Kitty's house, no kitty made a prep. They looked into Popcorn Kitty's window and saw all of milks and fishes were on the dining table. Popcorn Kitty spotted them outside, he opened the window and said (cont'd)
Popcorn Kitty explained, "I'm sorry, but please don't tell the other. Mayor Banana Kitty asked why didn't you buy all of the milks and fishes?"

"I want to make a new popcorn flavor called Milkyfish popcorn, but haven't been successful," said Popcorn Kitty. Pink Kitty said, "It sounds yummy! Can we help?" Mayor Banana Kitty wasn't happy because there was still no milks and fishes at the Kitty store. Mayor Banana Kitty said, "Popcorn Kitty, it's wrong to take
all of milks and fishes. The Kitty Store won't get fresh milks and fishes until Monday. Popcorn Kitty agreed to return half of the milks and fishes. Every kitty decided to help him to make the Milky Fish Popcorn. They tried several times and finally succeeded. The Milky Fish Popcorn was the most delicious popcorn ever! Every Kitty like it!